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ABSTRACT   

It is difficult to obtain quantitative measurements as to surface areas and volumes from standard photos of the body parts 
of patients which is highly desirable for objective follow up of treatments in e.g. dermatology. plastic, aesthetic and 
reconstructive surgery. Recently, 3-D scanners have become available to provide quantification.  

Phantoms (3-D printed hand, nose and ear, colored bread sculpture) were developed to compare a range from low-cost 
(Sense), medium (HP Sprout) to high end (Artec Spider, Vectra M3) scanners using different 3D imaging technologies, 
as to resolution, working range, surface color representation, user friendliness. The 3D scans files (STL, OBJ) were 
processed with Artec studio and GOM software as to deviation compared to the high resolution Artec Spider scanner 
taken as ‘golden’ standard. The HP Spout, which uses a fringe projection, proved to be nearly as good as the Artec, 
however, needs to be converted for clinical use. Photogrammetry as used by the Vectra M3 scanner is limited to provide 
sufficient data points for accurate surface mapping however provides good color/structure representation. The low 
performance of the Sense is not recommended for clinical use. The Artec scanner was successfully used to measure the 
structure/volume changes in the face after hormone treatment in transgender patients.  

3D scanners can greatly improve quantitative measurements of surfaces and volumes as objective follow up in clinical 
studies performed by various clinical specialisms (dermatology, aesthetic and reconstructive surgery). New scanning 
technologies, like fringe projection, are promising for development of low-cost, high precision scanners.  

Keywords: 3D scanner, phantom, quantification, medical imaging, 3D imaging  

1. INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in 3D scanning technology as it is becoming a key instrument in 
many fields. Until recently 3D scanners were not part of an average person’s daily vocabulary. These devices are mainly 
in engineering, for product design, and quality control by professionals in industrial applications [1]. In the medical field 
3D scanners offer a great potential as they can provide accurate measurements and visualize the size and shape of body 
parts and skin-surface areas in short time (seconds to minutes). The 3D scanner produces a point cloud which can be 
processed with the appropriate software and measurements associated with a body landmark can be extracted. External 
measurements of the body are critical for the medical professionals. The size and shape are used to assess the health 
status and development normality. This information can be vital to calculate the requirements of drug, radiotherapy, and 
chemotherapy dosages and production of prostheses. Measurements help to detect skin deformities as well as assess in 
skin analysis. Three-dimensional scanning offers the capacity to improve diagnosis of body deformities that might be 
caused by genetic constitution, trauma, pathology, or occupation. Image processing software can be a powerful tool for 
evaluating skin conditions such as wrinkles, porphyrins, melanomas, and skin cancer [2]. In the market, one can find 
extremely expensive devices with a price reaching over $100 000 as low prices of less than $1 000. Nowadays, 3D 
scanners have been developed with a resolution of a few nanometers to micrometers and ranges from microns to a few 
kilometers. Technologies used in 3D surface-imaging systems and their field of application vary among the devices. 
Users should define their requirements before making their final decision for purchase [3]. The requirements of a 3D 
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scanner to be used in the clinical field are high resolution, accuracy and good representation of the color and structure. It 
is important to know the accuracy and resolution of each 3D scanning device before using it as a clinical tool.  

The objective of this study was to compare and evaluate the scanning accuracy and precision of four 3D scanning 
devices with 3D compare analysis. As there is no standard approach mentioned in the literature for comparing 3D 
scanning devices, it was suggested that the 3D scanners should be tested on calibration phantoms that were fabricated for 
the purposes of this study. 

2. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF 3D SCANNERS 

In principle 3D scanning devices work similarly to cameras. However, many images are combined to reconstruct a 
representation in a virtual 3D space [1]. There are three main techniques to capture 3 D images either using stereo vision, 
photogrammetry and fringe projection.   

Stereo vision: Similar to human vision two images are captured from the same scene from two different angles and used 
to create the 3-dimensional image only visible from one direction [4]. 

Photogrammetry: Similar to stereo vision multiple images are captured with one camera however in a sequence from 
different angles around the object [5]. Then 3D data are reconstructed by finding the corresponding points with 
triangulation methods techniques [6,7]. Triangulation is the process of determining the location of a coordinate by 
measuring angles to it from known points at both ends of a fixed baseline [7] (figure 1). In case of active triangulation 
the object is projected with structured pattern and the position of an image point can be determined in 3D space. 

Fringe projection: The 3D structure of an object can also be derived by projecting various symmetrical patterns on the 
objects, for example circles or lines with varying line spacing/frequencies and captured by one camera. By turning the 
object or moving the camera around the object, a 3D reconstruction is made from different angles of view. Based on the 
deformation of the original pattern on the object spatial position information can be derived making the triangulation of 
the image point possible [8]. 

 

Figure 1: scheme of principle of 3D image caputure using photogrammetry [7] 
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3. METHODS  

3.1 3D scanners 

In this study, various 3D scanners were compared from different fields (figure 2). The Artec Spider ($20.000) is known 
for its high accuracy and resolution and is already used for clinical applications and is considered the golden standard. 
The Vectra M3 ($60.000) is a duo camera system dedicated for aesthetic surgery. The Sprout HP ($2.000) is a new 
generation PC with a projector fixed on the monitor and the Sense ($350) is a consumers low cost scanner. Both are not 
yet used for medical applications. These devices are based in different working principles as discussed in the previous 
paragraph.  

For clinical applications, various characteristics are of importance depending on the application either a high resolution 
and accuracy is needed or a good representation of the color and structure. These characteristics are not necessarily 
combined in each system and rated separately in this study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                (a) Artec Spider                     (b) Sense                             (c) Sprout HP                                        (d) Vectra M3 

Figure 2: 3D Scanners used in this study 

 

The scanning procedure was performed according manufacturing specifications which was different between the 
scanners. A similar scanning procedure was followed for the Sense and Artec Spider as they both are based on structure 
light technology. The scanners were at a fixed positioned at 40 cm distance from the phantoms which was placed on a 
rotating table. Due to the small field of view of Artec Spider (30° x 21°) and Sense (58° x 45°) several scans were 
required from different angles to cover the entire object. Sense software automatically creates the 3D digital models of 
the phantoms in simple steps. In the case of Artec Spider, 3D models were processed in Artec Studio by registering and 
aligning the 3D scans.  

Sprout HP, which is a fixed PC based on the fringe projection, requires the object to be placed on the rotation base.  HP 
released the Sprout’s 3D Capture app which offers the possibility of automatic and manually scanning. With automatic 
scanning the 3D Capture Stage (base) rotates the object and the HP camera is projecting on it a pattern in 360°. In 
manually scanning mode the object is placed on a touch mat and the software guides the user to reposition the object 
after obtaining a number of scans for each angle. Then, the model is completed automatically and saved in the desired 
file. In this study the 3D models are saved as OBJ and STL files. 

Vectra M3 is a photogrammetric scanner consisted of six cameras which cover a 180° field of view. To scan the entire 
phantoms the frontal and back sides were scanned. In the case of ear-nose-wound phantom, only one side was scanned. 
The software creates the 3D model of the one side only thus two half 3D models were created and saved in OBJ and STL 
files. An entire 3D model was created by importing the scan files in Artec Studio. 

 

3.2 3D scan calibration phantoms  

A 3D scanner to be used in the clinical field should be able to scan very complex human parts like nose and ear with high 
resolution and accuracy. Therefore, 3D scan calibration phantoms where developed that include characteristics of the 
human body parts. In addition, to evaluate surface structure and color representation of each scanner, a colorful object 
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with hard edges and curves was created. The phantoms developed are presented in figure 3: a silicon hand phnatom, a 
silicon ear-nose-wound phantom and a colored sculpture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(A)        (B) (C) 
Figure 3: Anatomical phantoms of (A) a hand (b) an ear-nose-wound and (c) a colored sculpture 

 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The quality of the 3D scans from the Sprout HP, Vectra M3 and Sense was quantified against the 3D scans of the Artec 
Spider. This was achieved by using a 3D analysis program (GOM). This software also provide detailed information on 
the files like the number of data point in space giving a good first estimation of the scan quality.  

STL data 
The point cloud of an STL 3D model consists of a grid of triangles. The denser is the grid the higher is the resolution of 
the 3D model and potentially the accuracy of the measurements.    

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 4: Mesh of an STL model.     Figure 5: Example of alignment between two scans  

 

Alignment of STL files 
For the comparison of the 3D scanners, the 3D models created by Sense, Sprout HP and Vectra M3 were aligned to the 
STL model of Artec Spider. The first step was to create the CAD model of Artec Spider and then align each model with 
the CAD of Artec Spider. This procedure starts by manually translating and rotating the STL and having as a reference 
the CAD model of Artec Spider. Then, the software completes the best alignment automatically. From this method of 
analysis deviation maps could be derived.   
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Scan resolution 

Figure 6 shows the point clouds (STL models) of the 3D scans of hand obtained by Artec Spider and Vectra M3 
scanners. It is obvious that the Artec Spider scan made of 608.332 points has a higher resolution compared to 11.580 
points image of the Vectra M3 .  

  

      

 (A) (B) 

Figure 6: STL models of hand created by (A) Artec Spider and (B) Vectra M3 

Figure 7 shows the STL models of the ear-nose-wound phantom created by the HP Sprout and Sense. As apparent from 
this image a higher resolution is achieved with the HP Sprout (438.042 points) compared to the Sense (23.942 points). 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (A) (B) 
Figure 7: STL models of ear-nose-wound phantom created by (A) HP Sprout and (B) Sense 

The results show that the Artec Spider and HP Sprout HP create higher resolution models with more details compared to 
the Vectra M3 and Sense.   
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4.2 Scan accuracy: surface comparison maps 

To compare the accuracy between the scanners, the scan of the highest resolution scanner (Artec Spider) was subtracted 
from the scans of the other devices resulted in a surface comparison map. Figures 8, 9, and 10 illustrate the comparison 
maps of hand, nose, and ear. Green values indicate areas with zero deviation, red is above the reference surface and blue 
is below the reference surface, black is out of range.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 8: Surface deviation maps compared to the Artec scan of the hand (a) Sprout HP (b) Sense (c) Vectra M3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      (a) (b)                            (c) 

Figure 9: Surface deviation maps compared to the Artec scan of the nose (a) Sprout HP, (b) Sense and (c)Vectra M3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
     Figure 10: Surface deviation maps compared to Artec scan of the ear (a) HP Sprout, (b) Sense and (c)Vectra M3 
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Tables 1 to 3 show the actual numbers of the distance deviations and standard deviations of the surface comparison 
maps of hand, ear and nose of the 3D models obtained from the Artec Spider compared to the HP Sprout, Sense and 
Vectra M3.  

Table 1: Mean distance deviations and standard deviations between the hand models. 

Distance 
 Deviations (mm)  

Sprout 
Comparison 

Sense 
Comparison 

Vectra M3 
Comparison 

Mean Distance -0.24 0.79 0.1 

Standard deviation 0.71 1.77 0.49 

 

Table 2: Mean distance deviations and standard deviations between the ear 3D models  

Distance 
 Deviations (mm)   

Sprout 
Comparison 

Sense 
Comparison 

Vectra M3 
Comparison 

Mean Distance -0.10 -0.10 1.94 

Standard deviation 0.63 0.63 3.39 
 

Table 3: Mean distance deviations and standard deviations between the nose 3D models. 

 Distance 
 Deviations (mm)   

Sprout 
Comparison 

Sense 
Comparison 

Vectra M3 
Comparison 

Mean Distance 0.21 0.47 4.29 

Standard deviation 0.41 0.64 3.14 
 

4.3 Structure and Color representation 

Figure 11 shows the 3D scans of the colored sculpture phantom. For a better comparison, the 3D models were aligned 
and a snapshot was taken from each side. The images show that for most scanners semi-transparent and small objects 
with edges are a challenge. Only the scanner technique based on direct photography (Vectra M3) shows the best color 
and structure representation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      (a)      (b)        (c)             (d)     (e) 

 
Figure 11: Snapshots of the 3D models obtained by each scanner (a) photo of colored sculpture, (b) Artec Spider 3D model,  

(c) HP Sprout HP 3D model, (d) Sense 3D model, (e) Vectra M3 3D model 
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The images of the sculpture scans were evaluated qualitatively by five observers who were asked to score the devices 
from 1 to 5 in regards to various characteristics like structure, detail, color, shininess. Overall the Artec Spiders is 
consistent in higher scores followed by the HP Sprout. The Vectra M3 has highest scores at photographic features like 
color, however the lowest score regarding resolution. The sense had the lowest overall scores.  

Table 4: qualitative score from 5 observers of characteristics of sculpture phantom 

 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

The objective of this study was to compare the resolution, accuracy, structure and color representation of four 3D 
scanning devices by scanning anatomical and detailed phantoms. The HP Sprout, Sense, and Vectra M3 were compared 
to Artec Spider being recognized as the highest resolution scanner. The phantoms were developed to represent complex 
anatomical human parts and detailed colorful small objects. The phantoms were scanned, converted to 3D digital models 
and analyzed in a CAD software for evaluation of the scanners. 

5.1 Resolution of scanners 

A high-resolution scanner ensures detailed 3D models which potentially provide accurate measurements. It was 
confirmed that the Artec Spider provides the highest resolution scans with the highest number of data point in the 3D 
point cloud from which the 3D images are reconstructed. For this study the Artec was used as the ‘Golden Standard’ for 
comparison between other scanners. Although not confirmed, it was assumed that the Artec also provides the highest 
accuracy which is a limitation of this study. However, the results were consistent in support of this assumption. 

There is obvious that the highest number of data points in the 3D cloud of an object provide the highest resolution. It was 
unexpected that the HP Sprout could provide the second highest number of data points derived from the fringe projection 
technique. In contrast, the Vectra M3, being the most expensive high end scanner in this study ($60.000), had lowest 
resolution even less than the low-cost Sense ($350).   
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5.2 Scan accuracy: surface comparison maps 

Using the detailed complex anatomical phantoms of the hand, ear, and nose, the surface comparison maps give a good 
indication of the accuracy of each scanner (fig. 8, 9, 10). Tables 1 to 3 show the actual numbers of the distance 
deviations and standard deviations of the surface comparison maps of hand, ear and nose of the 3D models obtained from 
the Artec Spider compared to the HP Sprout, Sense and Vectra M3. Overall the HP Sprout performs best. Remarkably, 
the results of the Vectra M3 are not consistent. For the hand model, it is the best match with the Artec Spider, however, 
the nose and ear match is the worst. This can be attributed to the low resolution of the data points. For larger scale scans 
of body parts, the Vectra M3 gives an accurate position. However, for detailed objects with curves and cavities, the angle 
of view between the camera’s of the Vectra system is too large to make an accurate reconstruction of the nose and ear. 
Despite the lower resolution, the Sense scanner can ‘look’ at many angles at curves and inside cavities and still 
reconstruct a relative accurate scan of detailed body parts. 

 

5.3 Structure and Color representation 

The sculpture phantom was created to evaluate the performance of the devices on detailed surfaces structures of colorful 
objects with curves and edges. As shown in the scores of the observers in table 4, the small structures like letters, 
cavity/holes, shiny/transparent surfaces and color representation are challenging for most scanners as known from 
literature. The photography based scanners (like Vectra M3) perform better on these features. The Artec Spider partly 
compensates with its high resolution. Depending on the clinical application, it should be taken into mind if accuracy of 
volume/area is needed or a natural representation of surface structures and (skin) colors.  

5.4 Artifacts and limitations  

The main cause of errors in 3D scanning are artifacts caused by the motion of the object or the scanner especially when 
the scanner is manually moved around the object like the Sense and Artec Spider. During the rotation of the object or the 
movement of the scanner around the object the accuracy of alignment of the scan images depend on the fixed position of 
the object for 3D reconstruction. In case of patients, motion of the ‘object’ during scanning is likely so a fast scanning 
time and a steady position (fixation) of the body part are preferable.  

When 3D scanning is performed manually the accuracy will depends on the skills and experience of the user which level 
differs between the scanners. Scanning with a handheld scanner like the Artec Spider or Sense requires slow movements 
around the object while the distance between scanner and object are steady.  

5.5 Clinical implications and practical use  

Although the Artec Spider was assumed and proven to be the ‘golden standard’ of this study, the use of the scanner is 
time consuming as it needs half an hour to reach the optimal temperature for scanning. Recently, a new and faster 
scanner, the Artec Eva, was released by the Artec 3D, which is supposed to be ideal for making a quick, textured and 
accurate model of medium sized objects. This scanner is also handheld and is based on the same scanning technology as 
Artec Spider, thus assumed to provide high quality 3D scans [9].  

This study showed good results can be obtained with the fringe projection technique as applied by the HP Sprout which 
is a relative low-cost system. However, the present fixed design of the scanner on top of the screen is not practical in the 
clinic. If the scanner could be flexible and handheld this would be a promising for clinical use. 

Future research should focus on the scanners with fringe projection and include phantoms of darker skin tones the effects 
of the environmental conditions such as the light and temperature. 

Clinical studies using 3D scanners are ongoing on the VU Medical center to obtain quantitative data: 
- Effect of hormone treatment in male-to-female transgender treatment in facial structures, hip and breast formation 
- Burn wound treatment 
- Diagnosis of allergy reactions on the skin 
- Progression in wound healing 
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6. CONCLUSION 

3D scanners can greatly improve quantitative measurements of surfaces and volumes as objective follow up in clinical 
studies performed by various clinical specialisms (dermatology, aesthetic and reconstructive surgery). New scanning 
technologies, like fringe projection, are promising for development of low-cost, high precision scanners. 
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